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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a sample of 200 undergraduate students’ skills and learning aptitude were evaluated through a self-assessment 
survey for an Ad Video project assignment. Ad Video projects can prove to be an effective tool to enhance the learning outcomes and 
can boost up the conceptualization of the subject intended to be learnt and simultaneously develop critical thinking, creative aptitude 
and soft skills in students. Student insights and perceptions of the skills gained in the Ad project were assessed over a set of 50 survey 
questions that were intended to simulate the student view point of the effectiveness of the Video project. From conceptualizing the 
idea to creating the Video to Editing and finalization, the student skills were assessed at each stage of the project assignment. The 
sample population was randomly selected from the undergrad students of Andhra University of varied Art Majors. The sample 
population was selected such that an effective representation of the student population is ensured. The results show that students put 
forth a positive and constructive approach towards the skill assessment from the Ad project assignment. The project outcome had little 
effect on the skills gained, and student participation was observed to be the predominant factor in determining the assessment and 
attitude towards the Ad project.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Video ad assignments are intended to stimulate abilities that enhance comprehension, synthesis, and analytical understanding 
of various advertising concepts in students. Constituting conceptual theories and well-defined frameworks, Video-Ads are generally 
initialized by impressive concepts/ideas which eventually lead to visualizing, script writing, practicing, creating, and editing. The 
students can optimally learn and acquire the subject and the analytical skills through recurring experience with these aspects of Video-
Ad’s creation, thus developing upon their foundational knowledge.  

 
With audio-visual experience encompassing the concepts of interest, notable learning outcomes can be expected, as these 

projects can significantly impact the learner’s understanding as students get to work upon the idea and produce parallel or extending 
thoughts to embellish the idea into a Video Ad project. Classroom discussions, written assignments are sometimes incompetent in 
developing the required interest or connect with the subject and are also not sufficient in bringing up the significance of the concept. 
While with Video-Ad projects, students can effectively understand and experience the idea through their lens of creativity. (Schultz, 
2014).  Compared to traditional classroom communication, Video Ads equip students with unique tools of inventive communication 
that can enhance their outlook of education and learning.  (Sari, 2020). 

 
Digital training/ teaching Videos, recorded online lectures/ instructional videos have become the pulse of the new era 

education. Blackboard, Microsoft Teams, Google Classroom, Zoom Apps have enabled distance-video learning with proficient 
features that enable students to have an enhanced digital classroom experience.  However, these professional teaching videos have 
been constrained to teaching/instructional upshots and less focus is given to student involved video assignments which infuse varied 
scope of extensive skills. The paper focusses on a student-intensive model that discusses the skills acquired in an Ad project setting. 
Video creation skills, student’s creative participation, student skill evaluation derivative of the assigned Ad-project unfold in the 
discussion of the literature and its application to the given scenario. Further, the challenges of the study and future scope of the 
research is also envisioned in the distinct evaluation of the impact of Ad project assignments on students  

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

For the ability to envision the learning and simulate what is taught in the class, students have to be provided with interactive, 
engaging assignments that bring out the best of knowledge and skills to test. Project aided learning can put forth skill inscribed 
demonstration of knowledge by the students and is also established as an effective way of discerning conceptual ideas and make 
students to brainstorm upon them. This type of learning can motivate, inspire and drive students to bring up a practical approach to the 
knowledge they have acquired and also provides students with an epistome of skills that they use self-learn certain aspect of the 
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subject which are intricate of practical knowledge. Ad-Project aided learning can impart students with value-added skills such as those 
involved of problem solving, decision making, interpersonal skills, time management, analytical skills, innovative thinking, reasoning 
abilities, crisis management, thus enabling students to hone certain aspects of learning the subject to be their own comprehensive 
interpretation.  (Ting, 2013) 
 

Video Ad project sustain multifaced development in students from the facet of subject learning to acquiring the skills to 
instigate learning with creative insertions of innovation. The paramount adaption of online media over traditional media is evident in 
the fourfold increase in the use of Smart phones, high processor Laptops, HD cameras etc., that have exponentially contributed to 
technological innovation of the era. Social media platforms such as YouTube, Facebook, etc., have provided people with abundant 
online audience to showcase their creative presentation of video in the form of short films, documentaries etc. Millions of users have 
already set into the digital world with video data dominating the internet traffic.  Our daily life, educational and professional 
preferences are greatly influenced by the technologies and the digital content. From Coursera to edX, Future Learn to Udacity, the 
digital media has provided students with abundant learning platforms to boost up their traditional education and progress themselves 
with newer information.  

 
Video Ad projects have opened up new frontiers of learning and have greatly influenced the contemporary histogram of 

educational amenities. With Students turning up to visual creativity, learning has proliferated in astounding ways towards 
developmental knowledge. Video Ad projects can make students to identify learning and presentation patterns in information, bring up 
critical thinking in data evaluation, nexus the audio-visual impressions of the information into an idea that is cordially accepted and 
appreciated.  

 
Video Presentations are an efficient and productive means to convey or channelize the information to the audience. With an 

interplay of diverse multimedia engagers, Video presentations can bring in a distinctive impact on the audience and can diffuse 
information in wide ranging perception sinks. (Sari, 2020) 

 
Data Collection 

A sample of 200 students were selected from Arts College, Andhra University, and were segregated into groups through 
random selection. Each of the groups were assigned an Ad project that was selected by the groups itself based on group discussions, 
evaluation and assessment of skills, information and knowledge at hand. The project was assignment to be completed in a time frame 
of 3 months. The sample students’ age ranged from 19 to 23. 35% of the students who participated in the survey consisted of Males, 
while the rest 65% of the sample student population were females. Since students ranged from varied Art Majors, the sample not only 
represents the student population effectively but also brings in scope for assessment of heterogeneous student population. The 
infrastructure used by the students to record the videos ranged from Smart phones, tripods, Bluetooth devices to analog and digital 
cameras of varied pixel range. Also, the software employed for video editing included VIVA video, Kine Master, Windows Movie 
Maker, Filmora Video Editor, Adobe Premier. The survey questions were framed to test the student attitude and aptitude towards the 
Ad project assignment in terms of the Skills gained, knowledge acquired, and learning outcomes.  

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The survey put forth the self-assessment student scores for the overall skill development instincts they experienced in terms 
of team work, group participation, decision making, presentation skills acquired, self-esteem, critical thinking, increase in creative 
aptitude, concept visualization and enhancement from that discussed in classroom setup. The Student skills were assessed at each 
stage of the project assignment from theorizing the idea to producing the Video to Editing and presenting the final video product. . It is 
observed that 70 to 88% of the students put forth a mean score of 8 out of 10 with variance of ±0.5 for observing self-improvement in 
team work, group participation, problem solving, time management.  

 
While 60 to 75% of the students experienced optimistic boost in self-esteem, self-confidence, critical thinking and creative 

aptitude with a mean score of 7.5 with variance ±0.7. The survey also evaluated the overall students’ inclination, attitude and 
eagerness towards the Ad project assignment, an it was observed that 80% students showed positive willingness to participate in the 
Ad project assignment. 

  
It was observed that the project upshot had diminutive effect on the skills gained, and student participation and involvement 

were attributed to be the major factor in determining the skill assessment and attitude towards the Ad project.  
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CONCLUSION 
It was observed that students deterministically ascribed the positive relation between the skills gained and participation in the 

Ad video project. The future scope of this paper would be to evaluate the student skill preferences, perception and assessment 
outcomes in terms of their subject major, course performance, skills channelization towards other assignments etc. 
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